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Legislature Allots
Money to .Clubs
1n its longest session of the
school year the Student
Legislature mel last week fOf
over three and one half hours in
an allempt not only to clear
away the unrinished business
from the previous meeting. but

to consider the many bills which
had originated within the newly-

formed legislative committees.
Prior to consKieralion of the

agenda. however. Student
Government Treasurer Robert
Fiscella addressed the
assembled represenlalives and
revealed that 22 legislators had
not as yet paid the Government
Activities Fee. Although
concedmg thaI his list contained
the names of many who had

subsequently paid' the Fee.
Fiscella reminded the remiss
senators that unless they
submitted payment within Ihe

following twO ~'eeks. wey faced
possible expulsion from the
Legislature.
Senate Posts FUled
Furlller preliminary business
included the appointments of
Majority and Minority Whips
and the electiOns of four
committee
chairmen.
Exercising his prerogative as
majority leader, Dennis
Gallagher announced thal he was
selecting Drake Sparkman '74 to
serve as majority Whip.
Similarly. minority leader
Peggy McCarthy ';4 chose
freshman Peter r~allon to assist
her as minority Whip,
Committee chairmanships.
decided in all cases b\' a vote of
the legislature, were assigned to
the following' Appropriations.
Chris Campbell '74: Rules. Bill
Reilly: Go\'ernment Operations,
Joe Hasten '74: University
Relations. Steve Mednick '74.
Only the Legislative Commitlee
failed to nominate a chalnnan,
Members Nix Weekly Meetings
First item on the agenda
proper was the Hasten
resolution, which had been
referred to the Rules Committee
at the previous mccting, Calling
for weekly legislature meetings.
the bill cited the ever·increasing
.....ork load facing the senate a
.....ork load which could only be
offset by repeal of the bi.....eekly
meeting system.
Speaking against the motion
Bill Merritt '73 maintained that
weekly meetings were
unl"leCeSSary since the bulk of the

Gubbins Speaks;
Correction ys. Crime

Edmund Gubbins, the
superintendent of correctional
schools in the state of
Connecticut. and a graduate of
the class of 1951 at Fairfield will
offer this :rear's second News 'N
Views lecture on November 18 in
the Campus Center Oak Room.
A member of the first
graduating class here, Gubbins
also earned his masters degree
and his 6th Year Certificate
from Fairfield.
The News 'N Views series is
sponsored by the Alumni
Association in order to bril)g
back to campus successful
alumni from as many different
fields as possible,

.....ork should be completed within
thecommiuees.
Faculty delegate Lisa Perkins
added that a commitment to
weekly sessions would prove too
much of a burden both to the
faculty and student members.
Eventually, the motion's
sponsor. Joe Hasten. withdrew
the bill although promising to
resurrect it in the .second
semester.
The Government Operations
commlltee was then quer'ed as
to whether or not it had devised a
procedure for the student
ratification of the Constitution
for tripartite governance.
When informed that the
committee desired additional
time in which to formulate a
suitable voting system,
Legislature President Larry
Halloran instructed lhe
<:flmmittee members that they
should submit a substantive. GROUND BREAKING· The first shovel fulls of dirt were thrown on the cite of a new uni\'ersit~'
dormitory just beyond Southeast Residence Hall. Doing the honors are Ileft to right I PrO\'ost John A
report on the mailer at the next
Baron, Architect J. Gerald Phelan. Contractor Edwin Moss III, PreSIdent Wilham C. Mcinnes. S.J ..
meeting.
and Student Government President Stephen Dormer '72.
The legislators also acted to
fill a number of vacanctCs within
their o..... n body and tJie Student
Court. Julie Wallace '74 and John
Kondos, having received
re<:ommendations from the
Government
Operations
Committee. .....ere elected as
representatives from Southeast
Dorm and the Off-eampus
Boarders. In both cases the
nominees .....ere approved without
opposition,
To fill the Senior and Junior
vacancies in the Student Court.
the Operations Commiltee
submiued the names of James
Kelly and Gary Crossen. Both
NOV. 18. 1971
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Kelly and Crossen were
approved, althoUgh five senators
abstained from voting for Kelly
and one abstained on the Crossen
•
ballot.
Appropriations Pass
Much of the meeting was
devoted to the appropriation of
funds to the Football and Hockey
confirmed this fact to the faeult:theIr monev. Fr ,\lclnnes n'lIed
By Kathleen Riordan
Clubs, the Draft Counseling
10 a letter :-ent to all the facull.\·.
that the' admlnlstratlon had
service. and WVOF. While the
The facult~' can breathe ea:,ier The leuer stated that on made their deCISion then 10 order
various amounts of money now that the\' will receive their i\O\'ember 15 the facult~· would to gl\'e the facult.\· the raIse on
allotted by .the Appropriations pay hikes th'at were negotiated receive the negotiated pa~' raise.
;\0\ 15 due to the fact the
Committee provoked only scanty last \ear In the spring. starting
Furthermore. the leller computer had tu be programmed
opposition. questions were on l"u\'ember 15.
discussed the possibillt.\· 01 the ten davs before It could be used
raised concerning the wording of
facult~' receiving retroacti\'e pay
for the' pay roll.
the four monetary bills.
The faculty has been deprwed under certain condillons set up
Mureo\er. Fr
:\lclnnes
Majority Leader Gallagher of their IO.~ pay raise Since by the Pay Board.
explained
that
the
staunchly maintained that unless September of thiS year This was
The Re\'erend \\ illiam C
admmistralion was prepared to
some type of percentage clause due to i">ixon's freeze on Mcinnes stated that the do all the\' could within the law
were included in lIle motions, increases In wages and prices
admmistration deCided tWO to help the faeult\· J!et their
Lee O·Connor. chairman of the
weeks ago on their decISIOn of manev. He also remarked that
IContinued on Page 31
Faculty Salarv Committee, going ahead to get the faculty the\' \I.·ould do all that thev could
to lielp the lacu!ly get the'lr back
pay.
:\Ir O'Connor commented on
the facult~"s POSSlblllt~· or
recel\'ing their back pa~·. ~Ie
mentioned in the leller that the
(acull\' will fIle for the
retrua'cth'e pa~' under the
said. '"Good. I'm glad to heCir
By Cathy BaxtOD
thou~h. ThiS desire for adequate
stipulation:. given in the :\0\. 9
that.
,.
edltll.lD of the .\t::\\ YOHI\
test mg. papers and qUIzzes is
Fr. Coughlin is one of the lew Tl i\I ES The cond II ion In
Are you so s.....amped with shared by Fr. Coughlin who
school work lIlat it seems lIle issued a directhe on ~radmJ! in people who has such a positive particular IS the condition which
reactIOn to the work. The student state:. that the Board may
more yoo do, the more behind the beginning of the school year.
you are? You are not alone. Most
The dlre<'tlVe C"alls for a 5~, \·tCW offers a different response.
approve relroaC"lI\'e pa:- fTl{'nts
John Wolbchlager. a when prices were raised on
students feel that lIlis semester ~ breakdown of class work
English major antlClpallon of wage Increa~s
is much more difficult than and the hnal exam. or a 66%-33% sophomore
previous semesters,
breakdown, In one. ~ of the says, "I changed my major from
\I.·hidl were scheduled (0 occur
The heavy workload is grade .....ould be determined by pre-med to English, and the dUring the freeze'
aunbuted by some to a the semester's work, and the work is just as difficult. ThIS
TIle letter further noted that
seemingly short. thirteen week final exam ~'ould be ('onstltute \'ear I t1llnk most kids leel last year Juhn Hickson. the rit'C
semester. Some students believe 50"10 of the total grade. In the overswamped With .....ork.·· John president In charge of bUSiness
thai the teachers feel pressured other pattern. the final exam said some people in his classes and Iinance announced 10 the
by Fr. Coughlin's September would be worth 33% of the gr<lde. have complained to the teachers
Feb. 25. 19j I arucle 10 the
chastisement or the facuh.v for and ti6% ul the ~rade would be but to no avail. "'Most teachers Uni\,crSll\' Voice to the student
say Ihat the short semester is the body that'the ral:,e 10 tuition \\'as
the percentage of good grades dail.\' work.
given last year.
The Dean's memo mstructs reason for all the work." John due to the raise In the facull\"
.
Many students feel that th~r teachers to indicate to students indi<:ates. He wishes his teachers salary,
teachers are cracking down and earl\' In the semester which would gi\'e more lests.
MorCQ\'er. Mr, O'Connor later
Mr. Stephen O·Brien. a noted. that the statement 1>:-' Mr
demanding more .....ork for a pattern that particular course
member of the Business Hickson documents the
decent J!rade that they will follow
pre\ loosl:- may ha\·e.
.
"11 ISn't fair to a student to Department. sa:- s he has long correlation between the hlke-s
lIlus making the facult\' eligIble
On the other hand, the several determine a grade ~'Ith advocated ample testing. . Fr
faculty members queried, denied insufficient testing. :\ mid-term Coughlin's statement about (or the receival o( retroactl\e
any change In their assignments and a fmal do not prOVide enough grades has not aHected 10\- pay.
O'Connor went on to explam 10
or grad 109 caused by Fr. indkation of what the student grading al all. I have found the
Coughlin's \'iews, They also kno.....s.. · Fr, Cou/;!hlin maintams. performanl"e on tests is beller a later Interview that the salary
believed that their course plans "The quizzes, papers. and class than ever. and the students seem commiuee .....ould go tu the Pay
pro\'ide ample upportunity for
participation should enler mto more attenth'e. more serious Board in Boston In the near
students to show what they know the grading." the Dean specifies. about their work'" Mr, O'Brien future and present their case for
says. None of his students have retroacti\'it.v. Mr. O'Connor
so the grade received bv the
complained to him about the expressed the fact that he
student is deserved.
.
Happy DeaD
MouTest.
When told that most students work load, Mr, O'Brien thought (he Pa.\' Board would
grant them permission to give
Some students wish more tests feel the pressure of the extra
(Continued on Page61
the facult:-' their back pay,
were given in their course, .....orkload this semester, Father
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Alarms Involve Expense, Danger
By Kevin ClInla
There is much more to a fire
alarm than co-eds clad in
bathrobes: Aclivation of an

alarm calls into action members
of the school's Security and
Maintenance Staffs, as well as
the firemen from the town of
FairHeld.
Mr. James P. Barrelt.
Director of Security. explained

the process which transpires

with everv fire alarm. "When an
alarm 'is pulled. it is
immediatel:-- registered on our
board here in the Security
Office. We are aware of the
dorm and approximate location
of the active alarm. and
members of our force are
dispatched immediately to the

trouble area to invesdgale the

situation...

A RAmER COMMON OCClJRRENCE around here these days

are false alarms in the dormilories. 19 false calls for help ha...e

"At the same time. the signal
is relayed to the Fire Station in
to ..... n: Under ordinary
circumstances. the department
will send one truck to the
campus. and notify other
neighborin~ stations to be on the
alert for possible motivation.
Off-duty firemen have monitors
in their homes. and these may be
sounded as well."

been issued thus far in the first semester.

State Awards $34,475 Grant
For Disadvantaged Youths
Fairfield has been awarded a
$34.475 grant through the State of

Connecticut's Department of
Vocational Education to develop
plans for the formation of three
regional \'ocational education
institutes to serve disadvantaged
youth in the State.
In an agreement between the
State's Department of
Vocational Education and
Fairfield Universily through the
universit.v·s Provost. Dr. John
Barone. Fairfield will be
charged with administering
three regional planning
conferences on vocational
education. one of which will take
place at Fairfield during the first
week of AprilI9i2.
Professor
Lester S.
Silverstone of the college's
Graduate Department of
Education will be responsible for
administering the grant awarded
under the federal go\'ernment's
Elementary and Secondan'
Education Act t ESEA 1 Tille III
program.
The three regional areas
involved are Hartford. New
Ilaven. and the BridgeportStamford area. I-Iartrord will be
represented b.v the Capitol
Hegion Education Council. New
Haven by 1\ rea Education
Cooperative
Educational
Services tACESl. and
Brid~eporl-Stamford b\' School

Davj S, Scher

Lead Colloquilm

..

,\ l"ollOQuim entitled "Chains
for the Mind - the Kaiser.
Weimar-U itler: German Culture
in the Twentieth Centurv". the
first in a series 10 be spOnsored
by the Department of Histor.v.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. on the
mezzanine of Ihe Campus
Center. Facult.\· leaders for the
discussion will be Professors
Paul Da\'is of history and Helene
Scher of modern lan~ua~es.
The colloquium ..... iIl allempt 10
explore some of the major
themes in the de\'elopment of
German culture in this centUf\'
and particularly to renect on
whether the rise to power of
Hitler and his subsequent
atrocities were the inevitable
result of German trends which
predated him bv at least half a
century or .....hether the Third
Reich was an aberration of
German culture rather than its
radical expression.

Progress Reaches Every school years through cooperative
District (SPRED).
arrangements with business,
Each community will appoint industry, and public institutions
a representative team to attend and agencies. he says.
the conference so the institute
Each student's program,
can assist them in establishing though. will retain sufficient
Iheir respective programs and nexibility to enable him to
determine the funds required to switch to a related occupation
operate their local career later with a minimum of
education curriculum.
additional training. In addition.
U.S Commissioner of each student in a career
Education. Dr. Sidney P. education program will always
Marland. Jr.. in a statement to retain the option of going on to
the International Conference on higher education. Dr. Marland
Education. described career points out.
In dealing with the problem of
education as being "designed to
prepare students for the attache preparing the student to enter
case professions as well as lunch the job market. Dr. Silverstone
box occupations."
says. "I believe it is one of the
It is with this concept in mind
responsibilities of the school
that the grant program is being system to work with their young
administered. Dr. Marland said. people to help prepare them for
.. American schools are work."
producing too many youngsters
"This must be done with the
who qualify neither for a job nor option open for the youngster to
for college_"
go on 10 college. should he so
"Many high school graduates decKle. "
go on 10 college only because
The grant program. according
they haven'l the vaguest idea of to Dr. Silverstone. could lead to
what else to do."
a substantial change in public
Dr. Silverston. Fairfield's secondary school education.
administrator of the program
savs. ··there is no question but
thill the present high school
curriculum is primarily
designed for college youngsters.
Those who do not go into college.
except for those in commercial
education courses. get
practical1~' no help in entering
Upper division courses
the job market."
concentrating on either the
According to Dr. Marland. literature and cuhure of Spain or
career education is designed to Spanish America are now being
gh'e every youngsler a genuine offered to Fairfield Spanish
choice. as well as the intellectual majors by the Spanish section of
and occupational skills the Foreign Language
necessary to back it up.
Department.
It is a blend of vocational
The Spanish Department is
education. general education and also offering a Spanish American
college'preparatory education in Area Program to provide a
an entirel.\' new curriculum. he comprehensive historical and
sa~'s.
intellectual approach to a better
Dr. Marland points out thai understanding of Spanish
career education will begin as American nations through an
early as kindergarten through interdisciplinary course of
revised curriculums that relate study.
reading. wriling and arithmelic
Spanish majors ..... ishing to
to the varied ways bv which concentrate in these areas will
adullsearn a living:
•
be required to take the Hislory of
As a youngster advances into Latill America IHistory 163-1641
junior high school. he will select and a Survey of Spanish
three of fifteen occupational Lileralure (Spanish 101·102)
along with literature courses in
"clusters. "
By senior high school he will the major field. Wilh these
concentrate on one cluster. courses and student electives in
developing sufficient skill in a other related disciplines the
specific occupation to qualify for program aims to provide the
student with a more complele
a job.
All students will have an understanding of the· area of
opportunity to enjoy aclual work concentration.
Some of the future course
experience during their hij!;h

73ThisYear
"This year. there have been ;3
alarms. Approximately one-half
of these have been triggered by
the telephone company. in the
course of ordinary work on
telephone 1ines on campus.
However .• and this is of great
concern - there have been 19
alarms which we define as being
of 'malicious' nature. I; others
have been of accidental origins
and/or equipment failures."
"We had a fire in Regis Hall
recently. one which presented a
potentially dangerous situation.
We were confronted with a Jl:as·
line leak. The alarm was
sounded. ~'et students remained
in their rooms assuming what
seems to ha\'e herome a
carefree attitude about such a
commonplace occurrence.
Another alarm? Big deal.
Acceptance of such an attitude
could result in injuries and
death. Perhaps it is thai students
don't understand the complexity
of the operation. but the entire
situation reminds me of the boy
who cried 'Wolf~' too often. and
was ignored in the end. We
certainly hope 10 a\"oid such a
condition here."
In an auempt 10 clarify other
aspects of the problem. the
Voice interviewed Mr. Charles
ft. Williams. Director of
Maintenance. Along with his son.
Charles Jr.. Mr. Williams
informed us thal the school
maintains the fire alarms in all
buildings on campus. Mr.
Williams. Jr.. attended a weeklong lraining seminar on Cape
Cod given by the Simplex Time
System. This course was funded
by the Unkersih'.
.
3 Types of Alarms
The alarms on campus are
primarily of three types. One
can be reset with a key. another
with a wrench lock. There is still
another one which is quite
complex. and this last type is the
one with which Mr. Williams.
Jr.. is concerned. "Some of the
alarms," he said. "must be
turned off. some are on a c.\'c1e
which automaticallv silences
them. Should .....e t>e unable to
reset the sySlem properly. we
.....ould notify an outside firm. and
they will come on campus to do
the repair .....ork...
Mr. Williams stressed the fact
that his department regularly
maintains supervision over
campus facilities. ·>'the fire last
year in the Regis Hall elevator
.....as not the result of equipment
failure." he said. "That fire. and
the one in l"\ovember 19iO in the
boiler room in ~orthwest Dorm
appear 10 have been set.··
In addition. Mr. Williams

Spanish Department
To Start New Courses
offerings in Spanish include:
Sarvey of Spuisb America
Lilenltare tSpanish 1Il-112)
which will consist of reading and
critical analysis of the more
important writers. with special
emphasis on literary currents in
Spanish America and their
relationship to socia-historic and
aesthetic reality.
Spanish American Essay
\Spanish 1161. A course in the
study of the socio-political
contents and aesthetic qualities
of representative works from the
Colonial to the Contemporary
period.
Spuish America CivUiulion
{Spanish 193\ A study of the
cultural heritage of Spanish
America. pre·Columbian.
Hispanic and other European
influences.
Further information regarding
the Spanish American Area
Program course requirements
and recommended electives can
be obtained by contacting Dr.
Marie J. Panico. of the
department of Spanish. Canisius
25. extension 506.

noted that ··there was a total of
S42 for fire extinguishers on the
damage report. Far from being
toys. these extinguishers are
provided for the use of students
in time of need. Waste of these
materials could be serious in
case of a fire."
.. Aside from the safety aspecl
of the situation," Mr. Williams
said. "students should remain
mindful of the $300 fine in case
one is apprehended while setting
off a false alarm. It is a most
serious action. and should be
viewed as such by the entire
Uni\'ersity community."
Firemen's Duty
Since the firemen are. in the
end. the people most directly
involved with the activalion of
an alarm. the Voice spoke wilh
several members of the staff at
Station No.2. Fairfield. It was
reported that every alarm that is
sounded on this campus costs the
department I and. finally. the
taxpayers of Fairfield I $250 per
piece of equipment. This figure
is due to the fueling.
maintenance and upkeep of the
necessary fire engines and
equipment.
··It is not vie.....ed by us as an
incon\'enience to resPond to an
alarm. regardless of the time of
day or weather conditions." said
Captain David Russell. "This is
our job. Howe\'er. we are quite
concerned about mcidents which
may occur as we respond to a
call. It takes from about oneand-one-haU to three minutes for
us 10 reach the Fairfield
University campus. On the way.
we are naturally mO\'ing at a
\"er~' rapid pace.· '
"Last year. there was almost a
verv serious accident at the
l"\orth Benson Road entrance.
Our ladder truck was making the
lurn onto campus. 'A'hen a car
with a lady and two children
inside skidded around us. just
barely avoiding an accident. We
were more disheartened when
we discovered. however. that we
were responding 10 a false
alarm. At least three lives could
have been lost because of a
prankster. "
EmerceDCY' Nol • Toy
"One should activate an alarm
only when there is a fire. We are
dedicated to anslliering these
alarms. and to assisting people.
It is far from a joke - for there
may be lives hanging in the
balance. If we answer a false
alarm in one location_ we may be
unable to respond to a call from
an area in which there trul~' is a
fire ...
It is obvious that activation of
an alarm carries many more
ramifications than may at first
appear. Hone's reasons are
merely to see a lot of activit~· on
campus. perhaps he should look
elsewhere for entertainment.
Besides. Captain Russell has
promised Ihe Voice that if ··the
children .....ant to see the big. red
fire trucks. ha\'e them come
down to the station. We'lI ~h'e
them a hat. let them ring the
bell. and - if they like -- they can
even sit in the dri\"er's seat:'

Turkey Day
Concert On TV
The World Symphony
orchestra. an international
group of musicians. is featured
in a special Thanksgiving Day
concert. Thursday.l"\o\·ember 26
at 6:30 p.m.' on CPTV.
Connecticut Public Television.
channel 49 in Bridgeport.
140 "musical ambassadors"
from 60 nations perform under
the baton of cooductor Arthur
Fiedler.
The concert. which takes place
before 3.500 guests at a gala
opening weekend at Walt Disney
World in florida. includes Aaron
Copland's "Fanfare for lhe
Common Man." Respighi's "The
Pines of Rome," and preludes
from Wagner's "Tristan and
Isolde...
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Il is a difficult task to dispel
certain preconceptions that
many people have about certain
musical instruments. The violin
is pictured being played by a
gypsy or by a performer at a
squaredance. and in the same
sense, an opera performer is
most always pictured as very
large and robust. On Wednesday

Nov. 3. Lois Bannerman did a
fine job in shattering Ute myth
that a harp is only played by
celestial cherubims silting on
clouds.
In an excellent performance.
Lois Bannerman proved to all
present her ability as a harpist
and proved also that the harp is a
very beautiful instrument
indeed. Miss Bannerman has a
large range of experience from
studying at Julliard to playing at
the White House. She has also

won many awards and is still
traveling with many well-known
orchestras as guest performer.
In
her
performance
Wednesday niRht. Miss
Bannerman played compositions
bv many composers. some of
which had 001 written their
pieces for harp. These pieces had
10 be transposed and In their
transposition tlTharp music they
did not lose. The numbers Miss
Bannerman played included
Bouree /from Part ita II b~' J.S.
Bach. En Bateau by Debussy.
Legende by Renie. and also
compositions by Pescelli,
Salezedo. Faure. Corelli.
Tournier. and Grandjany.
The crowd ......hlch was not a
capacity one. seemed to enjoy
the concer! immensely.

f;

~1.

Brandy of the
Damned
THE GOOD Ut'E is experienced by upperclassmen al Fairfield each year who live in rented homes at
Fairrield Beach.

especiallv in asking Miss
Bannerman to come back to do
an encore performance of Vers
la source dans Ie bois by
Tournier.
M iss Bannerman also
conducted a question session in
.....hich many interesting faclS
about the harp .....ere presented lo
the curious audience. The
information dealt .....ith .....eight.
number of strings. price and
many more interestinJi: aspects.
A,ltain. thanks must be given to
the Student Government in
conjunction with the Fine Arts
Department for presenting this
fine series of classical music
concerts.

Change Of Style

Students Enjoy Beach Life
By Joyce Lasini
Fairrield University actually
has ils o.....n group of beach boys.
Annually. there is a large
mil'lration of students to houses
at Fairfield Beach.
Most typically these studenls
are seniors but there are groups
of juniors who assume beach
living as .....ell. There are a
variel.v of reasons .....hv students

Legislature All ots Money
(Continued From Page I)
problems .....ould arise if the
Government failed to collect the
$25 Activity Fee from every
student.
Pointing to the F~ Press
conLract as an example. he
argued that all appropriations
should be approved only on the
basis of a fixed proportion of the
Fee. rather than ascribing
definite monetary amounts to
each organizatton. Pursuance of
the lauer policy would. he felt.
rapidly
deplete
the
Government's resources and
deprive other clubs of needed
funds.
Heeding Mr. Gallaghers
warnings.
the legislature
a.....arded the following amounts
with the stipulation that these
figures would be proportionally
cut if the Government failed to
collect 100 percent of the
Activities Fee: Hockey. $2800;
Football. $3300: and the Draft
Counseling service. $600.
Only the latter appropriation
met with any real opposition.
Senator Hasten claimed that the
service would receive lhree
times the amount which it had
been given last year. although he
could detecl no evidences that its
usefulness had similarly
increased.
Constltulions Approved
The constitutions of the
Commuter and Lacrosse Clubs
were then submitted by lhe
Government
Operations
Committee with favorable
rCC()mmendalions. Both passed,
the latter unanimously, despite
some opposition to the former.
Critics of the Commuter Club
maintained that it would
discriminate against the
dormitory student. Commuter
spokesman Mike D'Andrea, also
a member of the senate.
ans.....ered the objection, though,
by pointing out that membership
in the Club would be open to all
students.
New Government Post
Acting at the request of
Student Goyernment President
Steven Dormer. the senate also

approved the creation of a new
Government post. the Executive
Liason. According to the
provisions of the bill, the Liason
would serve as a representati\'e
of the Presidenl at legislature
meetings and be entitled to
speak without voting privileges
much the same as the faculty
delegates.
Criticism of the measure
«ntered around the post's
effectiveness. senator Merritt
vocally denounced the plan as an
"over-extension of executive
power' and the establishment of
a "new bureaucracy:' Ken Daly
'72 coutered this afli[ument with
the statement that many
executive bills had not been
given sufficient consideration in
the past. In his opinion the
appointmenl of an Executive
Liason would give the President
an essential voice within the
legislature.
Van Contro\'ersy Resolved
Finally, the representatives
acted upon whal proved to be the
most controversial topic of the
night - the sale of the Student
Government van to the Youth
Interracial Council for the
nominal sum of $1.
Supporters of the bill. led by
Senator Daly. who also serves as
the Chairman of the YIC. eited
the problem of legal

respon'sibilit)' for the van's use.
Under the old terms of
ownership the Student
Government. and more
specifically. the Government
President. were liable for
damages caused by the van or its
occupants. With a transfer of
ownership the YIC. as the
primary user of the van......ould
assume all responsibility for
maintenance and insurance.
The question arose. however.
as to whether or ~t the YIC
.....ould assume all costs in
mainlaining the \·ehicle. Daly
admitted that present YIC
finances did not permit the
social organization to assume
additional fiscal burdens without
an increase in funds from the
legislature. As a result
maintenance costs could only be
covered through the imposition
of a rental fee on other clubs and
associations desiring to use the
van.
senator Merritt objected to the
van's transferral as a
mooopolization of the vehicle's
use by one group. He also
opposed the sale of a "$1900
commodity" for only $1 and
proposed that the entire mOllon
be referred to comminee for
further study. His proposal was
soundly defeated. and the sale of
the van was eventually approved
by a roll call vote of 26·8,3.

WANTED"" 'Young
Man/Wo,?an
Smf!le and Free
M-

Salesman forTV-Audio Equipment-Norwalk
M/F -Clerical duties - 25 hours· Fairfield
MfF -Analytical work in lab- Fairfield
1\1 - Two for general cleaning. 20 hours - Bridgeport
M - Rake leaves - Fairfield
l\tJF -Tutor Spanish I - Easton (oron campus\
M· Put up storm windows- Fairfield
1\1 - Ac<:ounting work - 3 hours per week - Stamford
M - Two to put up storm windows - Southport
M - Mold ceramics - Fairfield
1'01 - Rake leaves - Fairfield
M· Load, unload and sort small par«ls-early morni~ hours
M - Sale of Petroleum products- commission only
Contact the placement Office for more infonnaUon.
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choose to I ive at the beaeh as
.....ell as a varied ~roup of life
stvles.
The consensus for leaVing
dormitory living is thal after
three ~·ears. a change of
environment is needed.
Ed Kubik. a junior living at the
beach. expressed the idea that
when a student first leaves high
school. the change to dormilorv
living is novel. "After two ~'ears.
.vou begin lo feel confined to a
dorm room and to campus life,"
he says.
.. , became paranoid .....ith
cinderblock walls." was the
response of Brian Conoors. a
senior histor~' major .....ho lh'es at
Fairfield Beach.
MaD)' Methods
The means through .....hich
students procure housing at the
beach are many. Some had to go
through a realtor in which case
there was a rolling list of names
In February or March. when it
came time for the agent to MOW
the homes. those students with
their names on the top of the list
had preference as to which house
thevcould choose.
Other groups of students made
arrangements through previous
tenants. The landlord of one
home at the beach lets her
present tenants inten·jew and
rCC()mmend a group of students
Still other students. ha\'m~
known the tenants from the vear
before, contacted the landlord
and made arrangements
independentlv. thus avoidmg a
realtors fee.
The fact common to all of
these melhods of obtaining
leases for houses at the beach
seems to be the urgency to do so
at an earl~' date The majority of
students who live at the beach
had completed arrangements
privately through landlords well
before the end of first semester
of the year before.
The costs of living at the beach
are different. according to the
house and the number of
students living in one house. An
av('ra,lte rental fee appears to be
$71 a month per person. This
figure does not include the
ulililies bill whleh varies
according to whether the house
is heated with gas or electricity.
A poll of utilities expenses up to
the present would be inaccurate
because the cold weather has not
begun which inevitably will
boost this expense.
Better .'cod
One of the most poignant
advantages of living at the beach
appears to be the improved
cuisine. "The food is better and
it's to one's own tastes.
comments Brian Conoors.
The average cost of food per
person is SID a week. Some of the
students ha\'e contributed a
certain amount at the begiryJing

of the semester with one person
authorized to write checks.
Others merelv provide the
money weekly .....hen it is needed.
1'fIe' 'Cooking is done on a
nightly rotating schedule or bv
other arran~ement. those
persons with the best culinarv
abi1itiesdoin,i! it all the time.
Cleanin,lt up after dinner and
other household chores are also
~enerall~' done on a .....eeklv
rotating schedule. The students
.....ho .....ere interviewed indicated
"we try to keep the place neat."
The general opinion of
students living at the beach is
that the advantages of beach life
far outwei,i!h the disadval'la¥es.
Good Experience
Mike Gall3J!:her. a senior
finance major said. "The
experience of Ii\'in~ on 10\' own.
paving bills. cookin,i! 'and
cleaning is tremendous. At times
tbe housework can be tedious.
but the gun Ili\'e with help each
other and work together."
There are conflicting opinions
about the atmosphere for stud,·
at the beach. Some boys find it
easier and claim the\' can do
more studying because "irs
easier to tell the gu\'s in \'our
house to be quiet than to ask a
whole corridor in a dorm to calm
dOWTl •••

Others find il difficult because
there are temptations such as
the stereo and TV. but thev can
alwavs go 10 the libran'
There seems to be much more
privac\' at the beach than in the
donns. Matt Grasber,i!er. also a
senior. indicated thai there is
much more freedom to act as
well as privac\', "You can do
what vou wanl without ha\'lng to
worry about the consequences of
dorm restrictions." he said.
Pri,'ac)', Freedom
Social1v there seem to be
manv advantages to Ii\'ing at the
beach. The houses at the beach
provide a built in lounge in the
form of a living room Which has
a TV and stereo. There are no
rules a,ilainst keg parties.
.. It·s great to have other
rooms besides your bedroom.
You can invite a girl to your
house instead of to your
bedroom." says Brian Connors.
Among the difficulties of living
at certain parts of the beach are
the tides. When there is a full
moon. certain areas of the beach
flood and it is impossible to get
through without ruining a car. If
a mistake is made in reading the
tide charts. students may miss
tests because they could not get
through a flooded road.
Matt Grasberger said. "There
is a disadvantage in that by
Irving at the beach. you don't
know what's going on at campus.
You lose contact with many
people."
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The U.N.: Some Other Views
Reader Charges Eove
Has Some rMisconceptions
This is the response lO the
article b,v Nicholas J. Bove. JBS.
in

the

11/11/71

Universit\'
many

issue of the

Voice. There are
horrendous

misconceptions in this article on
which I must disagree.
The first thinl: thai Mr. Bove

says
wron~
is.
characteristically. the firsllhing
thai he says. The title. The
Conservati\'e Corner. is an
absolute misnomer. Mr. Bo\"e is
no more a conservative than
Rabbi Kahane is. True. he does

not seem to condone violence.
nor has he been seen where it has

uccurred. 11 IS lactic IS 10 show
one-skled movies to small groups
uf people and 10 go on speaking
lours throujZhout the country
warninJi! us of the doom of our

country. Is it ironic that Ihis is
the same tactic. I believe. 10 be
used bv the Communist Party.
USA.

.

I myself am a conser...ative.
And proud of it. It is fril':hteninl':
to think th:ltl mi~ht therefore be
classified the sam as Mr. Bo...e
because of his use of this title.
For Mr. 80\"e 10) use thl!<litlt> IS:l
massl...e charat·tcr ass:lSsinallon
un
myself
and
other
('unscrvath'es. Mr. Bo\'e is nut a
clln~crvatl\ e. Ilc is !lOlt evcn a
ultra-t'unser\ ati\·e.
A
l;unscrvatl\'e is one who W:lnls
SlK:lel.v til prugress forward. but
nut su f:lst as tu strain sodelv in
dlJinjl so. 1\11'. Ullve docsn't ":3nl
SOClely to prugress. lie doesn't
even wanl it IIJ still1d still. lie
wanlS II til stan ~oing
backwards in J;!lant steps. Ill'
belunJ;!s nullo ('unsenalism but
to the ha('kward radlt'al rlJ;!tJl.
The radil':ll rlJ;!ht can be C\'en
mure danj.!eruos Ihan the radical
lelt. for 11 ('an destnw the
perSl.nal liberties Ihat .....e
possess b\' USlnj.! the lallacluus
preteXl ur"presen lOR them.
No\\' Mr 8m·e. m tYPICal
Bircher fashion. j.!oes on to take
pani('ular people and a
particular orj.!anization and
brand them as rommUOIsts.
Could .....e expet·t anythinj.! else?
Ma\'be nut so much m .....ords as
in mtent Mr. no.. e sinj.!les out
Se<'retan' General
Thanl.
Mij.!ht I remind him that U Thant
was elected b\' Ihe democratic
process. 1\1a\ be .....e should use
this process onh' when it is to the
better purposes of the U.S. And
only after the ('andidates ha\"e
been S('reened by the Bar
Assodaliun. And on('(' elected
shnuld we not ('cnsor him .so that

To the Editor:
A ....ear ago I wrote you of our
interest in the nation's excessive
campus suicide rate ......hich in
the meantime has continued to
rise. Our Student Di... ision
..... anted to make some
constructi...e contribution to its
reduction. From our coast-tocoast surve.v it became clear
that a larj;te part of the difficulty
j.!rew out of the feeling of
isolation of too many students
who for one reason or another
were "loners". This being the
case. it seemed certain that a
helpful line of approach would be
through the student body rather
than through the Administration.
The students themsel ...es could
take
some
personal
responsibility for seeing to it
that ne..... arri...als immediately
(ound themselves among friends.
As a start. we selected ...ery
carefully 40 undergraduates in
local colleges. and gave them a
little intensi...e training that we
thought might be help(ul. I
enclose our program.
This was so fa ...orably and
indeed. enthusiastically rect!ived
that we believe somethil\l!: o( the

he is not (ree 10 say that which
he miJ;!ht want to. especially if
we disaJ;!ree with it. Such
democracy is dangerous.
Mr. & ...e belie...es in only using
the facts and the truth.
Honurable qualil1e5. But Cassius
.....as an honorable man. Yet Mr.
Hove uses "multiple untruths"
in his fallacious article. The
"multiple untruth" was the
tactic used by Sen. Joe
McCarthv in his communist
witch hUll!. bv which he defended
a lie with the coverup of another
lie. This is ...ery well refined in
the article concerning the makeup of the United Nations. He
incorrectl... slates that lhe
Security . Council has many
members that can veto us.
Wrong. Only the five permanent
members can veto. He says that
the General Assembl ... can veto
us. Wron~ again. There is no veto
in the General Assembly. only
majorit~' rule 1 undoubtedly a
communist plot I. Are lhe
majority of the 126 I actually 1311
members communist? I doubt it.
If so. wh... did it take them 21
y'!ars to seat Communist China?
To make it an "important
question".
the
U.S.
parliamentary lactic. takes onl...
a majorit ... vote.
.
What . about the Socialist
countries? Does Mr. Bove think
Ihat Socialism and Communist
are the ~ame. I believe that the
proper use o( the term. which
has been per...erted by Mr. Ho...e.
sa~'s no. Socialism is the term
(or merelv an economic system.
A system' which can pro...lde the
basic necessities and alle...ial ion
of human sufferinl': very
successfully: perhaps beller
than capitalism. Indeed. in some
situations it is the only system
that can .....ork. Il is not the
economic s...stem but the
political System .....hich must be
taken iii to consideration.
Otherwise some o( our sl.I"onJ;!est
allies would be our enemies.
Unfortunately. Mr. Bove. using
misnomers and prejudiced
terms. cannot see this (ar. Or
perhaps he doesn't allow himseU
to see this far. Socialism and the
all importanl element o(
freedom can exist vel'''' well
tOj.!ether. In some caseS e...en
better than t'apitalism and
freedom.
Mr. Hove has told me that the
country that I pre"'KIusly !i\'ed in
as Communist. Economically it
was socialist. but with j(reater

sort {with many local variations.
of course I can be done more
widely. It does not involve
money. so much as mere good
will.
I am writing you. not to ask
that you publish anything. so
much as that you pass the idea
along to some acti...e and
socially·minded students of your
acquaintance. You and your
associates would know how this
might best be handled in your
own community. Perhaps
student body funds could be used
to meet any extra expense of a
few lectures and discussion
groups. covering some of the
material in our own program
that you thought most needed.
The mere act of focusing
attention on the necessity o(
friendship would go (ar to
correct
any unfavorable
conditions that may now exist on
the campus.
We are eager to cooperate in
anyway.
Cordially yours.
Paul Popenoe.Sc.D.. founder
and chainnan of the board
of Trustees. AIFR

personal (reedom than here at
times. To Mr. Bove. howe...er. it
was Communist. Belie...e it or
not. Mr. Hove this so-called
communist country. Israel. is
one of our strongest allies. I
doubt if it is one of those
Socialist or Communust
countries that dominate the UN
in the Communist bloc.
You cannot tell the truth .....hen
your terminoloRv is faulty and
misleadil1R.
Alger Hiss probably did have a
lot to say 8ehind the scenes at
San Francisco. But the final and
most powerful say was with
Presklent Franklin Roosevelt;
(ounder of the UN and without
whom the UN wouldn't be. This
"pseudo·peace.
war

organization" was started by no
other than one of our own
Presidents. And while we are on
a communist witch hunt. if that
be what it is let us not o...erlook a
similar and equally datlgerous
situation. PresKlent Woodrow
Wilson. He must be just as much
a communist as Roose...elt. For
isn't he the one that tried to
establish that "pseudo peace.
war monging" League of
Nations. After loosing the war
when the Germans surrendered.
he tried to keep it going through
this organization. By the grace
of the Senate's rejection .....e
opened the way to World War 2.
Let us not (orlitet the stroeities
of the UN. Upon one
imperfection. one mistake I i( it

actually happened 1. we should
cast aside the cholera
...accinations to E. Pakistan. the
pesticides La Africa. the (ood to
India. the specialized
development agencies. plus the
effective troop (orces such as
are on Cyprus. We should wipe
out all the goals. methods. and
principles by these "shameless
and lawless ruffians" of this
"criminal
organization".
Because o( one imperfection we
should terminate the other
honorable ones.
t saw some imperfections in
your article. Mr. Ho...e. perhaps
we should terminate you.
Bill Walcen'4
AmericllD

U.N. Deserves Support
Suggests Politics Prof.
By Ed DeVt
Recent opinion polls re...eal a
dramatic reduction in support by
Americans for the United
Nations. Thus. Nicholas 80ve
undoubtedly speaks (or many of
our fellow citizens in expressing
his displeasure with the beha...ior
of the U.N. in the twenty-six
years of its existence. The many
wars which have occurred in all
areas o( the world since 194a do
nol s~ak well of the U.N:s
capability to pro...ide eilher
world government or peace. The
U.N:s General Assembly. once
described as a "giant wind
tunnel:' has not been a very
productive force in inlernational
relations. nor is it likely to
become one as long as nations
prize their sovereignty and self·
interest more than the hard-toidentify "Common Good:' Yet.
for all these shorlcomings. the
U.N. deser...esour support.
First. let's get a few facts
straight. Contrary to the
argument of Mr. Bove. the
nations in the General Assembly
do .IW1. ha...e the ...eto. Only the
five Great Powers permanently
represented on the Security
Council (England. France. the
United States. Russia and China I
ha...e the veto. Mr. Hove has
obviously confused the General
Assembly of the U.N. with the
Assembly of the League of
Nations where complete
unanimity was nect!SS3ry before
any actions could be undertaken.
Furthermore. the ...eto was
created at Yalta. not San
Francisco. as Mr. Hove implies.
Whatever the "infamy" o( some
of the other decisions at Yalta.
this is one decision. I belie...e.
that was extremely wise. What it
did was to limit dramatically the
capacity of the U.i". 10 ever
become a forceful source of
.....orld government as long as the
Great Powers disagreed among
themselves. Utopian liberals
were quick to denounce the veto.
just as conservati"'e isolationists
rejects the whole idea of a
United i"\ations. But more
realistic conser...atives and
liberals came to accept the ...eto
as a necessary evil--a means for
keeping expectstions about the
U.N. in harmony with its
capabilities. A generation
before. expectations about the
League of Nations had raced
preciptously ahead of its
capabilities. e"'en among the
..... orld·s statesmen. with
disastrous effects.
As a result of the U.N:s more
realistic structure. the oceasions
where the U.N. has acted as an
independent force in .world
affairs are very few. They
include. as Mr. Bove points out.
the very controversial operation
in the Congo. as well as the
equally contro...ersial operations
in C~'prus and the Middle East.
On balance. I think all three of
these "polici! actions" were
fortunate. But let's look more
c1osel)' at the Congo. I ha\'e some

difficulty. as I am sure Mr. Do...e
has. imagining the consequences
of .!!Q!forcibly intervening in the
Congo. Katanga. a mineral·rich
area. attempting to secede at the
time of Congolese independence.
would have depri...ed the rest of
this o ... erpopulated and
impoverished nation of its only
source of revenue and hope for
economic de...elopment. To lhe
Katanganese. the idea of having
to share their resources with the
hundreds o( other tribes
lhroughout the country .....as
understandably alarming. Yet,
the poSSibility .....as probably seen
by U.N. officials and our own
policy-makers. that derriving
the rest of the Congo 0 these
resources would make (or e...en
greater radicalism and
instability in this part of
southern Afrka than exists there
at present. Tf)'ing to fashion
.....ise policies that will avoid
future violence, one must often
make hard choices in an
atmosphere of relati...e darkness.
The choices are oot easy. but I
would think that the stability of
southern Africa is greater now
with a moderate, unified.
Mobutu-Ied Congo than it would
have been with a conservative,
Tshombe-Ied Katanga separated
from a radical. revanchiste.
Lumumba·led Congo. I enjoy. as
I'm sure Mr. Bo...e does. the
pasttime of Monda~'·morning
quarterbacking of world and
national e...ents. But charges of
"criminal behavior" againsl
political
decision·makers
(whether these charges come
from the left or the right) tend to
shed more heat than lighl on the
arduous process of decisionmaking in times of crisis.
Precisely because the Congo
was so controversial. the U.N.
has shied awa~'. in a kind of
withdrawal phase. from an
acti...e role in subsequent
conflicts. I think this was wise.
In...ol...ement in the bloody civil
wars in Nigeria. Chad or Sudan.
or in the wars in the Middle East
or Viet Nam. where no
involvement was called for by
the participants themselves.
would have meant a disastrous
o...erextension of the UN's
capabilities. The U.N. has
reverted to the role il played in
the late 19405: and, given the
present criticism of the world
body. this role needs to be fully
understood. As one writer has
put it... the most useful mission
a world organization can
perform in a sovereign nation·
state system.. .is the sponsoring
of constant communication
between nations..... If there
were no other service the U.N.
could perform, this would still be
suffiCient reason for remaining
in the organization. We need its
foruins--to
listen
and
communicate our interests to
the rest of the world. and .....e
need its back corrktors-to
negotitate. awa}' from the ~Iare

of publicity. in the traditinal
manner with friends and (oes
alike.
Speaking as a conservativethal is. a person concerned not to
jeopardize the status quo
unnecessarily by either
revolutionary or counter,
revolutionary ch~nges :' I
think the U.['I;:s continued
existence is :tbsolutely essential.
If the only way Prince
Metternich could hold back the
demagogic
forces
of
Bonapartism ..... as through
institutionalized consultation
and concerted action among the
status quo powers. so too. the
U.S" Europe and Russia must
continue to consult regularly and
intelligently to limit the
destructi...e potential of change
at .....ork in our own world. 1 only
hope that the Chinese will show
their traditional .....isdom and join
in this effort as well.
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Writing Test
To the Editor:
1 question the value 01 the
~Tlling test Ihal all freshmen
must take. It proves absolutelv
nothing. It only provides a means
of escape by .....hlch the ErlJ'!1ish
department can elude Ibe

accusations

01

the

other

departments thai their students
cannot effectively .....rlle. Thus
the department washes its hands

aher the test.
Only a 'chicken' with the
mentalilyo( a cow could possibly
fail It. The studenls are given

three chances

lo

pass the test.

the administration then
considers the record of the
sludent. Only afler UllS is an\'
actIOn laken. if at all.
•
In the 19,().j I \'ear no freshmen
failed it. Coinciding with the
attitude of the faculty and
administration. which was rar
from serious. is the failure of the
test ~o prove anything.
ThiS test only renects the
doubts l'oncerninll: some
members of the English
depanment"s ability to teach.
Unforlunatelv those .....ho are in
doubt are a small minority who
head the deparimenL The" look
to us as their saviors to 'prove
their worth,
I propose that if this teSt ill' to
be effective rather than
redundant. it should be t;lken
only b~' those sludents' .....hose
ability and record are in
question,
Joseph Dimvan
Class o( Ii;;

Lecture
Dear Editor:
Tonight. at 8:00 p.m, in the
Oak Room. Mr, Edmund
Gubbins_ Class of '51.
Superintendent of Educallon.
Department of Correrhons for
lhe State of Connecticut. '1.'111
diSCUSS "Career \'S. Crime".
There has been much Interest
focused on our prison system
o\'er the last few months.
especialh' since the traged\' of
Auk·a. Ed GubbinS has been
very In\'olved not onlv With
relorm In Connecllcut's
correctional InstituUons, but
also with tn'in~ to ~et more
in\'oh'ement bv Ihe communll\'
at-large, and' especlalh' ttJe
Uni\·ersit\· communll\' in the
correctional aspect of the
system. lie has expreSll'ed to me
that he hopes to speak to people
thIS evening who are nul content
lo just Sll around and
philosophize about needed
chan,i!es. but whu are also Willing
to "pitch In" and .....ork. much
like our programs in the east
side of Brtdgeport and
Appalachia, I know that Jim
Buist, Clas" of 'i3. has organized
a Similar program with the
prob.uion office in Bridgeporl.
for example. Therfore. I do hupe.
thal we Will :.ee presenl a
siz.eable number who want to not
onl,\' hear, but participate in
what slwuld be a most
interesting and
tlmelv
discussion,
.
Sincerelv.
Frederick H. Lorensen, '65
Chairman
Alumni LectureSeries

Parking
Dear Sir:
It has been traditional for all
l.'Ommuters of the school to ha\'e
parking stickers. Because it IS a
tradition. does that make it nght
and ,i!oolf! Granted. the stickers
can be used as a form of
identification. \'isitors do not
need stickers but m.y have to
get visilOr passes. At present the
authorities are "working on It."
Will cars Ix' inspected e\'ery day,
or more frequently?' will
unexpected \'lSitors be fined or
have their cars to.....ed7 How will
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the \'Isitor passe~ be distributed
to the unknowinJ! visitor'! Can I
pretend I'm a visitor'!
Freshman cars are to be
located in Xa\'ier Lot Whal of
the Senior. who has to park hiS
car m the lo.....er Center Lot.
whose day begm~ and ends with
classes at Xavier HaU" To whose
advantage IS this"
For the past IWO month" 01
schoul. commuters were allowed
to park where\'er the\' ('ould tin a
rirst come. first sen'e baSIS.
When stickers become
mandator~'. it Will create se\'eral
problems. If I dnve to school at
6:30 a.m. to sludy anywhere on
Campus, I must. as a freshman,
hrsl dm'e 10 Xavter Lot. and
then .....alk throu~h \'acant lots to
Canbius Hall to put m\ supplies
lor the entire da\' mto a locker: a
tllo'lHIoliar locker whll:h. hrsl of
all. I Ilo'ouldn't need II 1 didn't
ha\'e to buy a parkmg slltker
whll:h forced me to park so far
away ...
At nighl. if I am working late
in the librar~'. I must keep m~'
car at Xa\'ier again fur fear of
the bother of pa~'mg a parking
violation. Before I l:an lea\'e.
howe\'er. I mUSI walk in the dark
to 1m' locker in Canisius Uall to
collec't my books, ~h' parents
would obje(:t abu\ e all (0 the lact
that a defenseless gIrl shlluld
have to walk alune and
unguarded to her car at an
un~odly hour. Is it not part or the
Securit~'
Department's
responsibillt~' 10
se('ure the
Uni\'ersh,\', m;lking certain

conditions more harmonious for
the sludent:-'"
Some teacher~ • tho~ pel'\0ns
who are n"t obligated to oblain
their parkmg stickes b~' means
of purchase. I prefer to use the
Gym Lot tur the con\'etllence of
Rannow and Xa\ ier Hall. :\Iust
lhey park m the Campus Center
Lor' Do the~' need special
stickers to take a student's place
m the Gym Lor' If I dedded that
I Ilo'uuld like til park in the
CalJlPus Cenler Lot, can I
pretend that I'm a teacher"
For a lew lous\' feet be\'ond
Xa\ IeI' Lut I could park m\' car
on Xorth Benson Road and
elimmate pa\'m~ a dollar IlJr a
troublesome stll·ker. or. for that
mauer. near Bellarmme Pond
and walk acros~ the lawns to
Ranno..... and the llbran.
Al(lloogh the Slicker IS pm.oed
at onl\' a dollar, the puint mUSl
be emphaSized that the
confUSiOn. loss of lime and
incon\'enlence are \,en' costh.
Hespectlull~',

Suz.anne Ferencz 'i5

F.F.P.R. Funds
To the Editor;
Your coverage of the Student
Legislature meeling. in the
i\o\'ember 4th Issue. requires
some correction,

The legislature appro\'ed a
contract ..... Ith the Fairfield Free
Press and ReView Inc, .....hlch
requires saKI corporatiOn to
pro\'ide the ~tudent bod\'
subS<'riptions to both the
Fairrield Free Press .lId
Rniew. and
the First
Amendment O.Uy Press. It also
reqUires the CorporatiOn to
proVide cut rates to the student
boc1\" .S.tOI for Issues of
FroDliers Lilerary MqnUte.
The Go\ernmenl. In lOrn.
prondes a subscriptIOn subsid\'
of $13.000 for the abo\'e sen' IceS.
Hence, the article's kICker
"Student Paper Award SI.300·· is
totally incorrect.
Since copies of_the contract.
which stipulated the aoo,'e, were
readily available at the meeung.
it seems inCOtlCi!I\'able that ,"our
reporter should make reference
only to our weekl~' publicauon
throughout the article,
Xumerous speakers ltl fa\'or of
the proposal clearl,\' articulated
the positIOn that the contract
encompassed
all
three
publications. not just the
Fairfield Free Press and
Review.
The Board of Directors. for the
corporation. has bud~eted the
publications in the following
manner: FFRP. 58,000: First
Amendment, S3.000:
and
Frontiers $2.000, Thus, almost
forl,\' per cent of the funds
allocated
have nothing
whatsoever to do with the

publication of the Fairfield Free
Press and Revie,,·.
Sincerelv.
DennIS Galla,i!her
Bill Walters

That's About 1\
Sirs
\\e would prefer a pass-fail
rather than a numerical grade.
:\lalntenance

An Error
Dear Sir.
May I make a comment on Mr.
Petry's article 1Tbf: Voice. 1111-711. I was pained 10 find thal
.....e had been given a caricature
of the earl)' Fairfield University.
not a balanced history. Why is il
thai when we are defending the
present. we feel so obliged to
attack the past? Do we feel
subconsciouslv insecure and
guilt\,
about
present
developments? Or are ..lie fearful
and Jealous of the heroic \'irtlJC
of the past? This much can be
said: the earlier generation at
Fairfield had the courage and
the commitment to give
Fairfield Universiw to the
world: thev made' Fairfield
University pOssible, We have yet
to prove ourselves.
Arthur R. Riel. Jr.
Professor of English

Pre-Med Students: Many Problems
By Larry lIalloran
Who is usually still studying in
the dorm loungE: at 3:30 a.m. on a
Thursday night? And who gelS
the reputation as an "egghead"
or a "brain" on the floor? And
who faces the increasing
difficulty of not being able to
attain the ultimate goal of four
years of .....ork - medical school?
The answer is as obvious as the
problem is complex. It's lhe premed student.
Still O\'er ISO students face
these problems today as they
work their .....ay through
Fairfield's nationally "ranked"
pre-med major program.
So. the biology major. through
his or her studv habits. social
orientation and immediate
career pressures is a unique
element in the academic
community.
Biology majors. including
lhose who inlend to go on to
medical. dental or veterinary
studies or simply teach or
research. are required to fulfill
the liberal arlS core curriculum
while completing four semesters
of biology. three of chemistry
and one of physics_ Other science
courses may be taken in addition
to these,
This leaves the biology major
with twelve credits or three
courses to be used in free
electives.
Heavy Load
Dr. Donald Ross, pre-med
advisor and professor of biology,
feels lhat this course load gives
the Fairfield pre-mcd student a
useful varielV of courses while
completing' the necessary
background material in the
sciences.
He feels lhat the program
shows "pretty good balance". as
proven by former students'
scores on the \'erbal. and general
knowledge sections as well as
the science portions of the
Medical College Admissions
test
The Chairman of the Biology
Department. Dr. Frank Rice
admits that the .....ork-Ioad of the
biology student is more taxing
than that of the other students,
He said, "They lbiology
majors) have a much hea\'ier
.....ork-Ioad. carrying 19 credits
instead of Hi" This includes

labs,
He continued by explaining
that the program is outlined to
all freshmen who express an
interest in biology. so "'no one is
caught nol knoWing .....hat he is
gettmg into."
Discussing the fact that 45% of
those students who entered as
biology majors leave the
program after t.....o years. Dr.
Rice saKI. "'That's about normal.
Some find it too hard. others just
lack the motivation, Some. like
myself. would rather not go
through all the work of medical
school and go on to graduate
studies_ ..
He cited that \'ery few
students leave the program after
the junior year,
When several freshman premed students were asked about
the difficulty they were having
tor not having I with the course
load. their general reply was
that a minimum of two hours per
night on science courses was
required to be prepared for
classes.
The students. Pam Wilson.
Edward Seage. Dan Fitzgerald.
and Edward Pezzaro all felt that
their program of study thus far
was demanding but not
impossible.
Tough Fight
Dr. Rice added that facing a
line·up of courses that includes
Botany. Genetics. Zoology. and
Organic Chemistry, pre-med
students are prepared "for a
pretty tough battle for medical
school. and the\' know it. The
ones that make' it are all well
motivated...
Most of the students
questioned stated that they were
pursuing a medical career
because they had "always
wanted to be a doctor."
Ed Seage said that he liked the
idea of helping people to get
well. while he also liked the
possibility of a comfortable
financial future.
. About
the increasingly
difficult task. of placing qualified
students in medical schools.. Dr.
Ross explained, "Out of 92
medical schools in the country.
only 47 operate without some
kind of local or state resKlence
requirements. So IJ!ere are about

4iOO seats available to the 10.000
to 20.000 applicants."
He
stated
that
the
enlargement of the program
here did not help the ratio of
recommended students to those
accepted into a medical school.
Largu Program
"Some people just won't
beli~'e lhat what worked on a
smaller scale won't work on a
larger one." was his comment
about the larger program,
Dr, Rice said. "We just can't
promise anything anymore."
With
the increase of
"recommendable" students, he
saKI that perhaps 5O'l(o of those
"qualified" would get a spot in
med school.
In the pasl. with only about ti50 freshmen entering the
program each year. Fairfield's
average was about 98%.
Dr. Rice stated that the
freshmen biology majors are
informed of this situation at the
beginning of each year,
Pam Wilson felt that the worry
over med school drove her on in
her studies.
Dr. Rice observed the same

moti\'ation In manv students.
Most of the other students
commented that the problem did
bother them, but they could not
find particular instances where
it was an acti\'e agent in
motivating their studies.
Dan Fitzgerald felt that his
dedication to his courses
somehow stigmatized him from
other students. yet his fear that
poor grades would keep him out
of medical school pushed him to
study,
Miss Wilson. among others,
did not sense an\' difference
between medical students and
others.
Dr. Rice noted that many premed studenls are aCli\'e in extracurricular acti\·ities.
Late Lights
So. the immediate na'essit\· of
getting inlo medical school
dominates the pre-med student's
social and academic \'iewpoint.
Unlike many other disciplines.
the next goal is e\·er-present. So
too. it seems. is the lonelv
biology major e\'er vigilant in
the librar~', dorm lounge and
room,

HOURS IN THE LAB • Pre-meet students are all required to take
at least three hours of lab each semester in addition to the normal
load of 15 credit hours,
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~Jn The Middle

The Problem Solver
By Roben Byre--...J

L
Students,

teachers,

and

administrators all have
problems at one time or another
during their college slay. but it
seems that the biggest problem
of all is trying to rind a
compassionate 5OuilO whom you
can pour oul your troubles. or
course there are the professional
couseloFs with impressive titles

like Director of Psychological
Services or University Chaplain.
but who can feel comfortable
lying on a couch in some
anliseplic office? How much
more convenient and practicallo
seal your anxieties in an
envelope and send them to a
Dear Abbv or Ann Landers.

Convinero that there is a real
need on campus for common
sense

and

frank

language.

thereforc, I decided to initiate
myo.....n "problem column",
Dear "In the Middle":
I bought an expensive birthday
present for one of my c.:olleagues
on the facultv: bul I want lO
preserve the image that I have
sunk into the depths of poverty
as a result of Presidenl Nixon's
wage·price freeze. Whal should I

00'
Down and Out Professor
Dear Down and Out.
You can do one of two things:
either resell the present and use
the proceeds 10 start an AAUP
relief fund for needy tcachers. or
sign the card with the name of a
well·known administrator. The
taller action will accomplish the
twin benefit~ of provoking
hostility
toward
the
administratIOn and reenforcing
the belie£ that all administrators
are enormously wealthv.
Dear"l n the i\llddle"
What are those Jesuits at
Fairfield doing to my ,;on? Last
wcek he wrote to tell me that he
had ~one to a Beach Boy coneert
ovcr Homecoming weekend.
What's more. every Thursday
nigln he plays some silly game
called Trivia. Mv son seems to
be regressing' back to his
(.'hildhood years.
Concerned Mother
Dear Mom.
Look at It this wa~', at least he
has outgrown seIZIng buildings
and going on strike.
Dear "In the Middle".
You probably won't print this
leiter, but rm going to write It
anyway. i\1\' problem is this: I
am madh' 10 lo\'e with one of mv

U.N. Deklgale
Tal ks on Indonesia
On Fndav. i':U\emlx>r l!:l. at
:I:W In tll\' Oak !loum. the
Ilonurable Mrs, G B. Oka. ul
IndoneSia Will speak on
Indllne:.1a \fler Sukarno.··
Mr~ Oka 1:- a former :\Iember
of the Indonesian Parliament
a c.:IlI:-f' {nend u! buth the late
Pre~ldent Sukarnu and the
preSl.'nt President Suhartll
She I~ cun'enth' .Itlendmg the
meetings uf the United
:\311.ms General\ssembly as
a representatl\e IIf the Wurld
Couneil un Ih'lIg11JO and
Peac.·e. Iler talk IS being
spunsured b... 1he Puliti('::
Deparllllent and the
Cummllte~ un
Special
!::\·ents.

pep e ill
·t1rinks·plI tilllll
Open 5 pm.
Westport. M.llord

teachers. Every time he walks
into the classroom. I can't help
staring at him. Whenever he
calls on me to answer a question,
I get embarrassed and turn red.
What do you suggest?
Struck By Cupid
Dear Struck:
Obviouslv you haven't gOllen a
test back yet or your teacher is
failing to follow the Dean's
guidelines for grading. I
recommend that you look into
the possibility of scoring lower
on quizzes. EverJone knows that
nothing .....orks better than a low
grade to turn a studenfs love for
a professor into hate.
Dear "In the Middle":
The other day I walked out of
Xavier Hall and found that my
car had been towed away by
Security. So I had to walk to my
next class in Canisius and
arrived ten minutes late. As soon
as I gOl there the teacher said

that he would deduct a leuer
grade from the paper which was
to have been handed in the
moment the bell rang. When he
learned that I had left my paper
in the car. he subtracted another
grade for carelessness. Then for
my insolent attitude he decided
to deduct still another grade. As
a result I could receive no higher
than a D for a paper which he
had not even read. I feel like
committing suicide.
At the End of the Line
Dear End of the Line:
Just because you had a bad
day. you have no right to do
anything rash. Why not try
something a bit more
constructive like heckling ~'our
teacher the next time he speaks
at a faculty meeting or lelling
the air out of the Security car's
tires whenever you find it parked
illeli!allv. According to the laws
of tripartite you may give
whate\'er you receive.
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Selecti ve Service
Lists Broad Changes
The Selective Service System
has released a list of significant
changes in their Regulations
which will affect young men
facing the draft process In the
future.
One of the major changes
concerns 2-5 student deferments.
Undergraduate college students
who were not enrolled on a fulltime basis and making
satisfactory progress toward a
baccalaureate degree during the
regular 19i~71 academic year
will not qualify for 2·S
deferments.
The establishment of a new
c1assification-I-H-also is one of
the significant items in the long
list of changes. This
classification will be an
administrative holding category.
and men in Class I-H will have
inactive files and will nol be
considered for induction unless
they are reclassified I-A.
The new Regulations also will
establish time limits for

RAs View Jobs Differently
By Deborah l'tbrphy

"To advise and counsel the
students within the limits of
training and capabili.ty on
academic, personal, socJal and
financial matters:' is one of the
primary duties of the ResideI?-t
Hall Advisor as stated In
Fairfield's Residence Hall Staff
Manual.
ThiS year the role and duties 01
the Resident Hall AdVisor are in
the mdst of a process of
development and change.
The position of the R.A. is very
different from the perfecl-type
job it was just five )'ears ago. At
that time Resident Advisors
signed students in and out at
night. enforced lights-out ~nd
distributed campuses. whIch
meant confining a student lo his
dorm for a s~ified period ?f
time. In other words, they did
everything but tuck the kiddies
in at night.
Today the whole philosophy
defining the R.A. position has
evolved lo quite a different one.
The R.A. is a student and a
member of the Senior class
chosen from among many
applicants after Inspection or his
appllcatkm and references and a
personal interview with Ed
Boucher, Don Omahan, John
McEnroe and Mr. Krell.
What determines the
assignment of a par~icu.lar ~ ..A.
to a particular floor IS hIS ability
to interact with the group of
students on the floor and his c0worker. There are two R.A.·s on
even' floor. Otherwise. the
system is somewhat random.
'The R.A. should be seen first
as an advisor and a fnend and.
only when the sltuatlOl'l demands
II. as a dlsclplLnanan on his
floor
Don Omahan. Head ResKtent.
hopes that soon there won't be
any situations which demand
thiS sort of actIOn by the R.A.
"The eventual ideal is one of
student self-discipline and
personal acceptance of
responsibility," Don sta.t~s:
This year the responSibility for
the !Lfe style o( a floor is shared
bet.....een the Residence Hall
Association, comprised of
students elected (rom each floor.
and the R.A.
The eventual aim IS for the
R.H.A. to assume complete
responsibility.
Beth Tampone. an R.A. in
Southeasl. feels that the greatest

advance toward student self·
governance has been made in her
dorm where students assume
almost all the responslbllltv.
The

Head
Resident
emphas~zes. the
need for
commumcatlon between the
Residence Hall Staff and the
students concerning the whole
dorm situation.

"If we can get people talking
this year. we will have done
quite a lot:' Don comments.
There are no set guidelines for
the R.A. staff this year. They've
been given great flexibility
within the structure of the job.
Student Services will enforce a
dedsion made by a Resident
Advisor, whether it is agreed
with or not. provided he can
justify it.
For the rir:st time this year a
Residence Hall Staff Manual was
published. It provides guidelines
and general ideas on behavior.
But an R.A:s reaction to any
given situation and his whole
approaCh on the floor is left to
his own dise-ressil?n.
The R.A....S themselves find the
job a highly re....' arding one. Don
Sedlak, who lives on NorthwestI. comments that he's learned a
great deal about himself because
of the job.
The hours spent on duty are
very much enjoyed by most of
the !l.A. ·s. Usually an R.A. is on
duty. which means available for
anv reason to students on his
floor, every other .....eekday from

8 PM to I AM and e\'ery other
.....eekend night (rom 8 PM to 3
AM.

Beth Tampone feels that the
R.A. position. far from
detracting from her personal
life. makes it more interesting.
"Being on duty doesn't seem like
.....orking, it gives you more time
to be interested in more people'"
However. Joe Puzzo [rom
Campion'" comments that "In
the beginning ....' e had to lake the
lnitiati\'e for any interaction
with the students. especially the
freshmen. We had to go to them
before they would come to us."
AsKie from the personally
rewarding aspects of the job
there are other advantages.
R.A.·s are given their own room
and bath, phone privileges, room
and board for both semesters are
free and graduation fees are
paid.
However,
there
are
necessarily a few personal
disadvantages to the position.
Many of the staff members find
the job to be a 24-oourone which,
although they enjoy it. is
somewhat detrimental lo their
academic work.
Many R.A:s also miss the
companionship of the friends
they have (ormed at Fairfield
since they have no choice as to
where they will live or with
whom.
However. the staff agrees that
the rewards of the job greatly
outweigh the drawbacks.

personal appearances. t:ach
registrant will be entilled lO such
time for his personal appearance
with his local board as is
reasonably necessary for a fair
presentation of his claim.
Normally. IS minutes will be
deemed adequate for this
purpose. He also will be allowed

Students Feel
Work Surge
(Continued From PaRe 1)
indicates.
In reference to grades given
last semester. James Ke€nan.
'i4. says. "1 reel that Fr.
Coughlin is trying to fit us into a
curve. and by that he is not
allowing us to form our own
curve."
Mr. O'Brien says he does not
use a CUf\'e in grading: wherever
the grades fall. that is what they
are.
Mr. Leo O·Connor. a member
of the English Department sa~'s
he strong'" dlS3grees ....·ith Fr.
Coughlin's argument against the
53% of B or bener grades for last
semester. "The studems we are
work LOg wllh are abo\'e a\'erage.
and It shouldn't be surprising
that they receh'e good grades. If
their performanc:e indicates they
are doing \ ery good work. they
should receive very . good
grades:' Mr. O'Connor behe\·es.
"Fr. Coughlin's statement has
not affected m~' grading at al!:
and I do not work with a cun·e.
tjle English proressor maintains.
Touper GudiD..
"Grades are lower. and there
is so much work to do In too little
time:' 53\'S Vivian Moore. a
sophomore i':ursing major.
Vivian sayS that her classes ha\'e
complainec.t to teachers about the
large amount of work and they
say to do the best to get it done.
A junior Politks major. Susan
Teer belie\'es that she must work
harder to get the same grades as
last year. "The teachers who are
traditionallv hard are the same.
It IS the fe~' easier teachers who
are affected by this whole grade
thin!!." Susan observes.
. On the other hand. there are
some students who do not feel
the ,extra push for .....ork and
grades. Among them is Jack
Bopp. 'i3. who says he has less
work
The Psycolog~' major also says
that his grades have gone up O\'er
last semester.
JO\'ce Lasini. '73. a finance
major says that she definuely
does not have more work this
vear. "Most o( IllV teachers are
maintaining thEdr previous
course plans. so I don't think. that
Fr. Coughlin's statement has
affected them." .Iovce.claims.

14'X' P",. R_cI
fo..l-.lcI. Conn

'WELL, DID I SAY THE RIGHT THING' asks thespian Maureen Conlin '741o Mitch Sup '72 during
recent rehearsals for the upcoming Playhouse production. 'She Loves Me'.
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ByBobBlair

Season basketball
recently .....ent on sale
prices of $24 and $18.50
Stags' twelve game

tickets
at the
for the
home

schedule for 1971·2.

These prices are !loignificantly
higher than lOOse rates offered
to students in recent years.
This season the cheapest price

a student can pay (or a season
ducal is SI8.~ and this is for an

unreserved end zone seal. For a

reserved sideline seat it's $24.00.
Two years ago the athletic
department offered a special
reduced rale for a limited time

during which you could pay less
than $10 for a 13 game teservH

seat. Last )-ear the student rale
was SIS for a reserved seat at II

home conlests.
The prices are a lot higher this
year-but Why? The biggest and

possibly the only factor is that

money has to be raised to pay for
ST~GS GO

ONE WAY· the ball the other in a recent intrasquad
scrimmage.

Th.ird Food Meeting
•

A variety of questions and
answers .....ere passed back and
forth between students.
admir.istral'l\'t'~.
and
representatives of Specialize<!
Management at the third
meeting of the Food Committee
last Thursday.
The one-hour session was
attended b~' an all time high of
ten students. two administrators
and three members of the food
service.
First on the agenda was a
review of all improvements
made to date. They included the
implementation of sand.....ich and
salad bars as well as SC\'eral
other minor changes.
Se\'eral new suggestions were
made by the student
representati\'es at the meeting.
They requested that the cheese

U. of Bridgeport
ToTheCall
the Cops
University of Bridgeport.
because of what a spokesman
said was a steady increase in the
number of thefts in the residence
halls. book store and classroom
buildings. has adopted a new
policy. in which all theft reports
will be turned over to the city's
police.
•
Previously persons accused of
theft were arraigned before a
Disciplinary council. composed
of faculty. students and
administrative staff and
penalttcs were regarded as
"campus matters" and no police
action was requested.
The spokesman saki that.
under the new policy. all theft
reports will be given to the
police (or investigation and
anyone arrested will be turned
over to the courts for
proseeution. Arraignment before
the Disciplinary council will now
follow the court dispostion of the
case.
He explained that thefts of
such dormitory items as
television sets. radios. or
personal belongings. books from
the libraries and office
equipment is currently
estimated at thousands of dollars
annually.

on hamburgers be melted. thai
signs specify .....hat food is being
served in a given line. that hot
dogs be broiled. that soup be
placed in the main dining room.
and the ·,ariet'· of soda be
rotated from time to time.
Food service respresentatl\'es
explained that the reason that
adequate supplies of silverware
have been lackinlZ lateh' is due to
the tremendous amount of tlleh
in the cafe. More than 600
glasses were reponedly stolen
O\'er homecominlZ weekend.
I n reaction to another student
complaint that the rood was too
starchy. the men contended that
enouJ!h non·starchy food was
available at each meal but that
students seemed to prefer the
starch.
FollowinJ!; the taking of se\'eral
students to Student Court (or
lending their meal tickets. the
student members asked wh\' this
practice was not allowed. .
The men explained thai their
budget is partially based on the
fact that not even' student
comes to each meal and
explained that if students wanted
to lend their meal tickets. the
price of a ticket would ha\'e to be
raised.
The Specialized representati\'e
also suggested that poSSIbly
I.D.s and meal tickets could be
separated next ~'ear which used
to be the practice here. Students
would pick up their ticket before
each meal and return it
afterwardS.
They also announced that the
main dining room would be
painted during the Christmas
vacation In an attempt to
imprO\'e the room's atmosphere.

Season Ti(kets
Season tickets lor tile j l-,:l
basketball season remain on
sale at the athletic office.
Resen'ed seats are priced at
$24.00 for the t.....elve home
games. The unrescn'ed end
zone seals J!O (or SI8.50. Those
wishing to purchase tickets
should contacl Mr. Richard
Percudani. ticket manager. in
the athletic office.

~the LiqUOr Barrelil
FEATURING

DeflnUe Improvement
When you come right down to
it this year's home basketball
season will oUer a lot more in
terms of convenience .and
spectator comfort.
For the firsl time in too long
the Stags will be playing all
home games at home. There's
no more travelling to i\"ew
Haven involved. The drive
was alwavs a hassle and once
you got there you were treated to
the New Haven Arena and its
assorted luxuries.
Now there's no long drive and
the brighlness and color of the
university gym is a welcome
change from the Arena. The
Stags finally have a place to be
proud of when hosting visiting
teams.
Another plus (actor lor tnlS
season is that Coach Fred
Barakat is employing an eJ:citing
brand of run and shoot basketball
this year. The schedule is as
tough as ever and the season
outlook can't be too optimistic

but the second year coach is
StltdeDt Turnout Crucial
The crucial factor of the
promising a more exciting team
project will be how the students
than lastyear·s9·t5 dub.
react to the ticket prices and
The big drawback of the seat
locations. Will thev view the
season ticket is that the $18.~ end
zone seats as an' excellent
deal is an eod %ODe IDresen-ttI opportunity
to provide them with
seal. This has not been labeled a rousing Stag
"zoo" seetion?
the official student seetion but
Or.
will
they
regard the
since these seats are not being
offered to the general public who unreserved end zone seats as a
else is going to sit there? The back seat to the action?
Cook is banking on a good
athletic department is counting
student turnout as well as a large
on students to fill this seetion.
This $18.50 ticket is the most a public following. His is an
student has ever had to pay for a inenviable position to be in. He's
season ticket and yet in the past got to sell the season ticket idea
the cheaper tickets were to both the students and public
and without the luxury of a
reserved and on the sidelines.
Are the students being pUShed winning tradition to put fonh as
back into the end zone? Mr. Cook his main product. Maybe Fred
insists not because students may Barakat's squad could do
purchase the sideline reserved something to boost the program
itself with their new style of play
seats-for $24 that is.
and perhaps a more frequent
Cook's DUemm.
Mr. Cook and the athletic viclory. Let's face it a winner
department are in a bind. The would settle all the re\'enue
gym costs must be paid. problems.
For the present. however. the
Therefore a big pitch has to be
made to the students and an even student turnout is most crucial to
bigger one to the general public. gym payment and further
They have to figure on the athletic improvements. Mr.
students coming anyway and ·Cook is earnest in his attempts to
oUering the public the better pro\'ide the students with the
best possible athletic
seats.
The situation is a touchy one. opportunities and facilities.
This ticket dilemma is not an
H this sealing arrangement is
the only way to ensure payment easy one to handle. Hopefully
of the gym then it's necessary after the gym is paid off the
for now. The seating plan should students ..... ill get the besl of lhe
only be a temporary set up. seating arrangement. In the
however. until the costs llre meantime it ..... ill be interesting
to witness the student end lOne
taken care of.
turnout.

Stags Win First
IContinued From Page81
a win on his birthday and forced
a fumble t.....o plays later on the
Fairfield 5. giving the Stags first
down goal to goal. Andrejko
carried the pigskin to lhe one
before Neary plunged over for a
l2-6 edge with 4':\4 showing on
the clock.
Rutgers took the second half
kickoff but co-<:aptain Tom
Hildebrandt. a defensive end.
recovered a fumble three plays
later to give the Stags possession
on their 35.

On the ensuing series of
do.....ns. the Raiders moved from
their own 32 to the Fairfield 9 in
13 plays before Fairfield
de(ensive end Ken Schrane
picked off a SColt aerial on the
Fairfield 5.
Rutgers finally broke the spell
mid .....ay through the final stanza.
After a pass from SCott to Stan
Robinson moved the ball from
the Rutgers 40 to the Fairfield
20. Scott combined ..... ith
Robinson for the two-point
conversion to close the gap to 2414 with 5: 19 left in the tilt.
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the renovilion of the
gymnasium.
Athletic Director Don Cook
earnestly believes that the two
prices oUered are the lowest
rates that could be given to
students and at the same time
hope to bring in enough cash to
get payment of the project well
on its wa....
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Varsity Preps for Opener

Meet the Stags Night Sat.
IFAIRFIELD. Conn.) - The
Fairfield University varsity
basketball team. readying for its
season opener December I
against Southern ConnectkuL
State College. 1,\".11 combine with
the Slags' freshmen learn in an
intrasquad scrimmage as part of
the second annual "Meet lhe

Stags" night Saturday at 8:00
p.m. in the newly-renovated and
enlarged Fairfield gymnasIUm.

I.trod.etion of Captains
The "Meet lhe Stags" event
will consist of an intrasquad
"Red and While"
game

following
captains
freshmen
formed

the introduction of the
of the varsity and
quintets. The newlycorps of Fairfield

cheerleaders. under the
direction of Mrs. Donna Cook
will also be on hand. Admission

to the c\'cnl IS 50 cents for
students and $1 for the general
public.
Head (.'Oach "'red Barakat.
starting his second season at the
helm. hil.s seven leHermen
returning along with four
soph<Jmores from last year's 18-4
frosh Quintet as he hOpe1; to
improve on last year's 9-15
mark.
Leading the returne<!~ are the
guanl duo of senior Bob Kelly. a
&-t playmaker. and 1;-2 junior
Gcorge Groom. Groom. the
leading l'OlJhomol'e scorer in
New England last year. k-'d the
Stags WIth a 20.0 sc.-orin~ average
while Kellj' has Quarterhackro
the Sta~s the past t.....o sca~ns.
Also returmng are 6-6 juniors
Steve Romano ilnd Tom Duffv, 68 senior Gar)' Buwen. 'who
averaged 7.3 ~inls and 6.0
rebounds a game last ~'ear. 6·2
junior Ken Phelan. and 6-4 senior
forwanl Tim Barnes
Four Promising Sophs
Among the four sophomores

who are expected to be a big
boost to this year's dub are lH
quard·forward Bob Bogad, who
averaged 15.7 points a game with
last year's frosh. 6-9 Dave
Bradley, who contributed 9.5
points and 10.2 rebounds a game
as a freshman last year. lH
forward Paul Wells and 6-0 guard
John Ryan. Wells posted a 6.6
scoring average and an 11.2
rebounding mark while Ryan
neued 9,0 points a game on last
year's freshmen Quintel.
Coach Barakat. who is looking
at the upcoming season with
guarded optimism. stated that
there are many questions which
ha\-e to be an,S1A-ered regarding
this year's team, "The first
answer we must find is a
replacement for our graduated
captain. Mark Frazer. the 10th
leading rebounder in Lhe natton
last year_
"The second question we have
is how much shooting can we get
from our forward line. We also
have to see how much
experience the sophomores from
last year's team have gained this
year with more poise and
confidence. while we are also
looking to see how fast our
present sophomores can jell with
our returning veterans.
Run 'n Shoot
"A new type of game will be
employed this year -- a run and
shoot style of basketball with
multiple pressing defenses. Our
schedule is very demanding.
probably the most demanding
schedule in New England. and
my outlook on the upc1)ming
campaign is very guarded.
"The return of Fairfield
basketball back LO the campus
.....iIl give us a great opportunity
to cnjoy a definite home court
advantage...

Gridders Top Rutgers;
Avoid Winless Season
By Jerry DiPietro
f'airfield's dub football team.
behind the strong running of
sophomore halfback Bob
Andrejko. broke out of a seasonlong S(.'Oring slump with a 24-14
upset vktory over Rutgers of
'ewark FrKlay night in the
Stags' season finale.
S'art Slow
The Sta~s seemed like the
Stags of uld on the opening
kickoff as. after Fairfield had
won the tos.~. halfback Fran
Neary fumbled the kickoff to
gi\'c the Raiders posscsslon on
lhe Stags' 34-yanl line Rutgers
moved do..... n for the s('Ol'C in 10
plays, a four-yard S(.'(lring pass
from Quarterback Edgar S<'OIl 10
end Hon King the dmcher. 10
~ive the hosts a &-Oed~e.
Despite nne runninR by bilds
i\ndrejko ilnd Ed Kubik, the
Stags (:ould not advan('c past the
Hutgers' 45 on their next set of
plays and .....ere furced to jlunl.
The superb running uf
Andrejku and Kubik broke ilpart
the HUlgers dc(ense on the nexl
sct of dil.....ns. Mter tilking over
un their u.....n 38. the Stags
mar('hed li2 .vards in 12 "lays. a
ke<!per by quarterback Jim
Collins producinR the score from
the one-.,·ard line. as I\ndrejko
gained 29 yards and Kubik 18 in
the series. The point-after kick
was blocked. leaving the t.....o
teams deadlocked. t>-ti. with
11:20 remaining in the half.
Fairfield's tenacious defense
stymied Rutgers on their 38 in
four plays as the Stags again
took over possession on their 45,
A Itt-yard run by t\ndrejko
combined with a face mask
penalty moved the ball to the
Mutgers 24. Howe\'er, the Stags
cooldn't get past the 16 on a
fourth-and-five, turning the ball

over to the RaKlers.
Slags Gain Lead
The detennined Stags seemed
destined to give coach Tris Carta
IContinued on Page71

Following the "Meet the
Stags" event. the Stags will
clash .....ith the Ilalian National
Olympic team on Monday,
November 29, at 8:00 p.m. at the
Fairfield gym before launching
its season December L

NW 4, Studs in
Campus Tide Match
8yTooy Mixcus
Intramural football. as of the
week ending NO\'ember 12. saw
!\iorthl';est 4 and ths Studs
emerge from the playoffs as
American Conference and
!\iational
Conference
representatives.
In the National Conference
semi-finals. Regis 4 avenged the
prevIOus week's loss to Fairfield
Beach by white-.....ashing them 6-0
as John Haymond's touchdo.....n
pass proved decisive.
Toao;o Sparks Studs
Quarterback Paul Toaso
passed for the winning score as
the Studs dumped Southeast 6-2.
Then Toaso threw again for the
game clincher. Ihis time a
t.....enty yarder. as the Studs'
tough defense shutout Regis 4, 6o and captured the National
Conference Championship.
In the t\merican Conference
semi·finals. Campion 3 upset
Lantern's Point by an 8-2 score.
Lantern's Point maintained a 2-0
advantage throughout most of
the game and had control of the,
ball with close 10 two minutes
remaining. Quarterback Rich
Lear.\· fumbled the ball and an
alert Brian Flaherty picked it up
and raced sixt~· yards for the
SCQre.
Northwest" Dominates
Northwest 4, supported by
Quarterback Steve Lennox' two
touchdown aerials to Mike Yates
and Ken Kah'a and including
Brian O'Heagan's fifty-yard pass
interception return for six more
oints, blanked Campion 2 in 18-0
onslaughl.
Last year's champion.
Northwest 4, relying on its
formidable defense, grabbed a 6o decision from a determined
Campion 3 en roule to their
American Conference Title.

LE'M1NG IT FLY - is Campion 3's QD Frank Johnson in his teams
semi·finalloss to Northwest 4.

Finale Sat.

Ruggers Whip Cross
The Fairfield Ruggers had
another big week-end, as the
club swept all three of its
matches at Holy Cross. wiLh the
A learn winning, 7·4.
This Saturday the Ruggers will
play the Manhallan Rugby Club
at home in their fall season
finale.
A's Sireuing
The A team wilt be going for
its seventh straight win after
dropping its first two games. If
the A's succeed then their 7-2
record will be the equal o( the
fall 1968 team's record, .....hich
was the finest in the club's
history,
During the Big Red's present
winning streak, which is the
longest streak the squad has ever
had, the Ruggers have scored 114
points while yielding only 33.
Despite the lopsided point
totals, the Red Ruggers have
been forced to come from behind
in (our of their six wins.
Saturday's game against Holy

Cross was no exception as lhe
Crusader's scored in the opening
stages of the game.
One of the Cross forwanls
picked up a loose ball following a
line-out and ran 25 yanls for the
5<:0....

The conversion was missed but
Holy Cross was ahead 4-0.
For the remainder of the half
Fairfield threatened to score.
but they .....ere stopped by
numerous penalties. The
Ruggers were saved at one point
.....hen the Cross kicker missed
three straighl field goal penalty
kicks.
The score at half-time was 4-0.
FaUiield Scores
In the second half Fairfield ran
into more penalty trouble. It was
not until there was 10 minutes
left in the match that the
Ruggers scored, as Pete Ferrara
lOOk a pass from a set scrum on
the Crusader five and ran it into
the end zone.
The conversion was -missed
and the score remained tied at 4-

Skaters Oppose CCNY Tomorrow ••
By Debbie Moagillo
A showdown is in store for the
Stag Hockey Club Friday night
as they confront the undefeated
Beavers of City College of ~e .....
Vork. Face off is at 9: 15 in the
Wonderland o( Ice in BrKlgeport.
The Beavers have a 3-0-0
rCi."Ord while the Stags are now 31-0. Fairfield has defeated
Newark College of Engineering.
SI. Francis. and SLOnybrook. and
lost to Nassau Communitv
College.
.
Monday evening Fairfield will
pla~'
[ona College at the
Riverdale Rink in Bronx. New
Vork. Face-off for that match is
also at 9: 15.
Romp Over Sionybrook
The Stag Icemen rolled over
the Slon.vbrook Patriots in
hockey action last Sunday by a
walloping score of 16-1.
In thaI game Ed Stefan scored
a hat trick while Jim Bolger
tallied a "hat trick plus one."
The barrage of goals began at
7: t5 into the first period as
Gerr~' Michaud tapped the puck
past the Stonybrook goalie off a
pass from Jim Monahan. Seven
seconds following that goal. Paul
Fillion scored, with assists being
credited 10 Chuck Frissora and
Stefan. At i:55. Stefan scored the
first of his three goals with an
assist from Frissora.
Frosh defenseman Jim Martin
tallied his first goal of the season
at 8:23 assisted by Don Drew.

Bolger scored his first of (our
at 13:33. assisted by Monahan
and Ted Sybertz. AI 14:01
Sybertz scored assisted by
Monahan and Bolger. Stefan
tallied his second at 14:36 with
assistance from Frissora and
Fillion.
At the end of the first period
the Stags built up a substantial
lead as the score stood Fairfield
7 - Stonybrook O.
The beginning of the second
period found Terry Hinchey in
the nets for the Stags. Jean Gu'y
La Flamme netminded for
Fairfield in the first period,
Stefan came in with an
unassisted goal to complete his
hat trick at 46 seconds into the
second period. Al 7:40. Tom
Gilman .scored on an assist by
Chris Staton. On a pass from

Jim Bolin
"H•• TridI: PI.s'·

Monahan. Jim Bolger scored his
second at 13:22.
Stonybrook's only goal came at
9:52 in the second period. At the
end of the period the score stood
Fairfield 10 - Stonybrook O.
In the third period. the Stags
broke loose to tally six additional
goals. At 1:22, Gilman scored
from Ted Martens, At 3:26
Bolger got his hat trick assisted
by Stefan and MacQuarrie. It
was Bolger again at 3:38 with Ed
Jenny and Tom Fox assisted on
hiS fourth goal of the game.
Fox came in at 11: 00 to score
off MacQuarrie and Bolger.
Marty Vierling. assisted by
Gilman. tallied at 12: 15, The
final goal of the game came al
13:24 with Stanlon scoring from
Gilman and Vierling.
The Stags took 46 shots on the
Stonvbrook nets while the
PatrIots .....ere held to only 13
shots.
Stonybrook had four minutes
of penalty time while the Stag
skaters spent sixteen minutes in
Lhe box. including a ten minute
misconduct to Tom Fox.
To date the stags have scored
32 goals in four games for an
eight goal per game average.
while only seven goals have been
tallied against Lhe icemen for a
1.75 goals against average,
Chuck Frissora is the leading
scorer for the Stags with four
goals and five assists for a total
of nine points,

Four minutes later the
Ruggers scored the winning
points. as Charlie Morace made
a forty yard penalty kick from a
difficult angle.
During the match the Holy
Cross backs were unable to
generate any offense as the
Fairfield forwards, led by John
Kinney, Jim McKettrick. and
Jim McCarthy continually got
possession of the ball for
Fairfield.
B's,C'sWln
The Fairfield B's took their
third straight match and upped
their record to 4-3, as they
defeated Holy Cross's second
team. 9-7, The Ruggers scored
on Bill De Camp's try and Vir'
Pino's conversion and penalty
kick.
Strong kicking by ny-half
Marty O'Connor continually got
the Ruggers out of trouble and
into scorin~ position.
Strong kicking by fly-hal(
Marty O'Connor conlinually got
the Ruggers out of trouble 'and
into scoring position.
The Red Ruggers also won the
C match. 10-4. For the C team it
was their third victory of the
season.
John Donovan scored two tries
and Bob Sedgiwick kicked a
conversion for the C·s.
Donovan's scores .....ere set up by
a ny kick by Dan SCiarra and a
strong run by fullback John
HugheS.

